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Upper Fraser Historical Geography Project 
University of Northern British Columbia 
3333 University Way 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2N 429 

Neil and Ethelwy:rne \ facArthur 
Apt. 304 - 1638 61

: , A venue 
Prince George, B. C. 
V2L3N6 

Dear Mr. and J\ frs. MacArthur: 

June 12, 2000 

It was a pleasure discussing the history of Aleza Lake with you. Thank-you for taking the time to be 
interviewed. Ora l histo ry is an important component of the Upper Fraser Historical Geography 
Project. Your me mories will greatly enhance the research project, as well as contribute to the telling of 
an important local his tory. It was particularly interesting to hear your recollections of how you had 
running water. 

If you have any questi ons, comments or concerns feel free to contact the primary researchers or the 
Project Coordinator at the following numbers: 

Gail Fondahl, ;\c.: soc i:11' Professor, Geography 
Greg Halseth, 1\ssnci 18 Pro fessor, Geography 
Aileen Espiritu, Ass ist:mt Professor, History 
Tracy Summerville, Assistant Professor, Political Science 
Laura Ryser, Project Co-ordinator 

Thank-you ag:1in . your help was greatly appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Aileen Espirit u. 
Assistant Profc -;sor, History 

(250) 960-5856 
(250) 960-5826 

(250) 960-6684 
(250) 960-6637 
(250) 960-5320 



Upper Fraser Historical Geography Project 
University of Northern British Columbia 
3333 University Way 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2N4Z9 

Neila Ollinger 
6438 Burkitt Road 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2K5A7 

Dear Neila: 

June 12, 2000 

It was a pleasure discussing the history of Aleza Lake with you. Thank-you for taking the time to be 
interviewed. Oral history is an important component of the Upper Fraser Historical Geography 
Project. Your me mories will greatly enhance the research project, as well as contribute to the telling of 
an important loc:tl hi story. 

If you have any questions, comments or concerns feel free to contact the primary researchers or the 
Project Coordinator at the following numbers: 

Gail Fondahl, 1\ ssoci :1te Professor, Geography 
Greg Halseth, 1\ ssoci:1 te Pro fessor, Geography 
Aileen Espiri tu. 1\ssist:111t Professor, History 
Tracy Summcn i I le, A s;sistant Professor, Political Science 
Laura Ryser, Project Co-ordinator 

Thank-you ag:1i 11, your help was greatly appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Aileen Espiri tt1. 
Assistant Professor, History 

(250) 960-5856 
(250) 960-5826 

(250) 960-6684 
(250) 960-6637 
(250) 960-5320 



CONSENT FORM 

The Upper Fraser Historical Geography Project is examining the history of the communities along 

the Upper Fraser river, and how they have changed over time, especially with changes in the forest 

industry. The purpose of this interview is to better understand how these transformations 

affected the everyday lives of people who lived and worked in these communities. 

Name of Participant: ....... ftlt---'--1£'i_/ L---'-'"A: __ /}_ LL_ ;,1!,_di_e;_BX ___ _ 

;:::-2,,,,,,/ -/'/-! <7 - / ~ /J. -
Place of interview: ----~_ , _ ___.__(C/ .......... 2_ tt> ___ &::l ___ /7ff_ --'------ ---

Mailing Address of Participant 

~1/lJCB G~/r;5; 6.r J if'dn5'7 

Date:721ztc__J) /.? ,00()C2 
) 

My participation in this research is voluntary. I may end my participation in the project at any time 

and withdraw my information from the project at any time. Within the research project, my 

participation may be acknowledged but not directly linked with specific information. 

Resulting from my participation in this community based research project whether they are audio, 

video, or photographic, and the resulting translations and/or transcriptions and/or images (e.g. 

maps, calendars, timelines, genealogies) will be used for the following research purposes: 

1. Scholarly and other Publications and/or Presentations about the Project 

2. Project Reports 

3. Poster(s), Web Page(s), and/or Display(s) 

Approval A: I understand that recordings, transcriptions and/or images may be used by other 

scholars and/or researchers interested in the history of the Upper Fraser River region. I give 

1 



permission to the researchers to deposit copies of my recordings to the appropriate archival 

depositories to be mutually agreed upon by the researcher(s) and me. 

Date 

Approval B: If you do not want to release your interview and the information you have provided 

for public use immediately and to protect your privacy, transcripts of this interview will only be 

made available to public archives after a ten year period has elapsed from the time of completion of 

the project. 

I give permission to the researchers to deposit copies of my recordings only after this period to the 

appropriate archival depositories to be mutually agreed upon by the researcher(s) and me. 

Date 

I agree to the use of information I provide according to the conditions stated above. 

Signature(s) of Researchers 

For more information about the project, Dr. Aileen A. Espiritu (name of Gail Fondahl, Greg 

Halseth, Tracy Summerville or Aileen A. Espiritu of UNBC will be inserted here, depending on 

interviewer and sub-topic) may be contacted at (250) 960-6684 ( correct extension will be inserted 

here). My name is (name of interviewer will be inserted) and I can be 

reached through the above professor. 
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CONSENT FORM 

The Upper Fraser Historical Geography Project is examining the history of the communities along 

the Upper Fraser river, and how they have changed over time, especially with changes in the forest 

industry. The purpose of this interview is to better understand how these transformations 

affected the everyday lives of people who lived and worked in these communities. 

Name of Participant: Ni I L IV'! . 1'1\ "c A 1f! 'fr-1 u ~ 

Place of interview: f,, ,'11 f.. ,., 3 0 1../ ---'-------"--'----'-------------

Mailing Address of Participant 

Date: fl! Aft C? /'I I ( /Jo o D 
' 

My participation in this research is voluntary. I may end my participation in the project at any time 

and withdraw my information from the project at any time. Within the research project, my 

participation may be acknowledged but not directly linked with specific information. 

Resulting from my participation in this community based research project whether they are audio, 

video, or photographic, and the resulting translations and/or transcriptions and/or images ( e.g. 

maps, calendars, timelines, genealogies) will be used for the following research purposes: 

1. Scholarly and other Publications and/or Presentations about the Project 

2. Project Reports 

3. Poster(s), Web Page(s), and/or Display(s) 

Approval A: I understand that recordings, transcriptions and/or images may be used by other 

scholars and/or researchers interested in the history of the Upper Fraser River region. I give 
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permission to the researchers to deposit copies of my recordings to the appropriate archival 

depositories to be mutually agreed upon by the researcher(s) and me. 

Signature of Participant Date 

Approval B: If you do not want to release your interview and the information you have provided 

for public use immediately and to protect your privacy, transcripts of this interview will only be 

made available to public archives after a ten year period has elapsed from the time of completion of 

the project. 

I give permission to the researchers to deposit copies of my recordings only after this period to the 

appropriate archival depositories to be mutually agreed upon by the researcher(s) and me. 

Signature of Participant Date 

I agree to the use of information I provide according to the conditions stated above. 

Signature(s) of Researchers 

For more information about the project, Dr. Aileen A. Espiritu (name of Gail Fondahl, Greg 

Halseth, Tracy Summerville or Aileen A. Espiritu of UNBC will be inserted here, depending on 

interviewer and sub-topic) may be contacted at (250) 960-6684 (correct extension will be inserted 

here). My name is \b,no5fu..~-'0, (name of interviewer will be inserted) and I can be 

reached through the above professor. 
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CONSENT FORM 

The Upper Fraser Historical Geography Project is examining the history of the communities along 

the Upper Fraser river, and how they have changed over time, especially with changes in the forest 

industry. The purpose of this interview is to better understand how these transformations 

affected the everyday lives of people who lived and worked in these communities. 

Name of Participant: Ne)_ h Q\ \i ~C 

Place of interview: ----------------------

Mailing Address of Participant 

Date: _____________________ _ 

My participation in this research is voluntary. I may end my participation in the project at any time 

and withdraw my information from the project at any time. Within the research project, my 

participation may be acknowledged but not directly linked with specific information. 

Resulting from my participation in this community based research project whether they are audio, 

video, or photographic, and the resulting translations and/or transcriptions and/or images (e.g. 

maps, calendars, timelines, genealogies) will be used for the following research purposes: 

1. Scholarly and other Publications and/or Presentations about the Project 

2. Project Reports 

3. Poster(s), Web Page(s), and/or Display(s) 

Approval A: I understand that recordings, transcriptions and/or images may be used by other 

scholars and/or researchers interested in the history of the Upper Fraser River region. I give 
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permission to the researchers to deposit copies of my recordings to the appropriate archival 

depositories to be mutually agreed upon by the researcher(s) and me. 

Date 

Approval B: If you do not want to release your interview and the information you have provided 

for public use immediately and to protect your privacy, transcripts of this interview will only be 

made available to public archives after a ten year period has elapsed from the time of completion of 

the project. 

I give permission to the researchers to deposit copies of my recordings only after this period to the 

appropriate archival depositories to be mutually agreed upon by the researcher(s) and me. 

Signature of Participant Date 

I agree to the use of information I provide according to the conditions stated above. 

Signature(s) of Researchers 

For more information about the project, Dr. Aileen A. Espiritu (name of Gail Fondahl, Greg 

Halseth, Tracy Summerville or Aileen A. Espiritu of UNBC will be inserted here, depending on 

interviewer and sub-topic) may be contacted at (250) 960-6684 ( correct extension will be inserted 

here). My name is-------- (name of interviewer will be inserted) and I can be 

reached through the above professor. 
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CONSENT FORM 

The Upper Fraser Historical Geography Project is examining the history of the communities along 

the Upper Fraser river, and how they have changed over time, especially with changes in the forest 

industry. The purpose of this interview is to better understand how these transformations 
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Approval A: I understand that recordings, transcriptions and/or images may be used by other 

scholars and/or researchers interested in the history of the Upper Fraser River region. I give 
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permission to the researchers to deposit copies of my recordings to the appropriate archival 

depositories to be mutually agreed upon by the researcher(s) and me. 

Approval B: If you do not want to release your interview and the information you have provided 

for public use immediately and to protect your privacy, transcripts of this interview will only be 

made available to public archives after a ten year period has elapsed from the time of completion of 

the project. 

I give permission to the researchers to deposit copies of my recordings only after this period to the 

appropriate archival depositories to be mutually agreed upon by the researcher(s) and me. 

Signature of Participant Date 

I agree to the use of information I provide according to the conditions stated above. 

Signature(s) of Researchers 

For more information about the project, Dr. Aileen A. Espiritu (name of Gail Fondahl, Greg 

Halseth, Tracy Summerville or Aileen A. Espiritu of UNBC will be inserted here, depending on 

interviewer and sub-topic) may be contacted at (250) 960-6684 ( correct extension will be inserted 
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Upper Fraser Historical Geography Project 
University of Northern British Columbia 
3333 University Way 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2N 429 

Mrs. Neila Ollinger 
6438 Burkitt Road 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2K 5A7 

Dear Mrs. Ollinger: 

October 18, 2000 

This letter is concerning the interview you did with Vanessa Podgurny for the Upper Fraser 
Historical Geography Project in March of 2000. While reviewing our files we noticed that you 
have sjgned both approval A and B on the consent form. In order for us to use the information 
you provided, we need you to sign only one of these approvals. Enclosed is a new consent form 
for you to review. If you could please sign either approval A or approval Bit would be greatly 
appreciated. You can return the consent form to Greg Halseth, Associate Professor Geography 
Department, care of the address at the top of this page. 

If you have any questions, comments or concerns feel free to contact the primary researchers or 
the Project Coordinator at the following numbers: 

Gail Fondahl, Associate Professor, Geography 
Greg Halseth, Associate Professor, Geography 
Aileen Espiritu, Assistant Professor, History 
Tracy Summerville, Assistant Professor, Political Science 
Tara Specker, Project Co-ordinator 

Thank-you for your time and cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

Greg Halseth, 
Associate Professor, Geography 

(250) 960-5856 
(250) 960-5826 
(250) 960-6684 
(250) 960-6637 
(250) 960-5320 



Interview 10 Ethelwynne MacArthur February 18, 2000 

[inaudible due to poor quality of tape] 

First question. How long have you lived in [inaudible??]. 

Ethelwym1e: Well I was born in Prince George in 1917 but my people lived 
[inaudible due to poor quality of tape] ... 1917, and I lived there. My Dad had the 
store and the post office and I went to school all through primary ... not primary 
school. 

Elementary? 

Ethelwynne: ... but elementary school. And then I went to Prince George for one 
year for a year of high school. And then there was a new baby coming in the 
family so I had to come home. 

So you didn't get to finish high school? 

Ethelwynne: I just got Grade 9. 

When did you leave Aleza Lake? 

Other female: 1949 or something. 

Ethelwynne: Was it? 1949 yes. 

So you said that your Dad owns the post office? 

Ethelwynne: Yeah and the general store. 

And the general store. 

Ethelwynne: Yeah. 

Other female: And Neil worked at the mill. That's her husband Neil. 

Ethelwynne: He worked at the mill. 

Other female: Her father also had a hotel did he not? 

Other female: Yes. 
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Ethelwynne: And a beer parlour. 

I've got a cute story about the beer parlour. 

Okay. 

One day it caught fire and burned right to the ground. And Dad got insurance. He 
was going to build another one. My mother went around town with a petition and 
got all the women to sign they didn't want a beer parlour. 

So they worked against each other. 

So there was no beer parlour then. 

When did that burn down? 

When would that be? It would be about 1933, I think. 

Okay. 

My Dad used to work and you were the chambermaid in the ... 

And everything else . 

. . . and the cook, and the ... 

Well, the hotel was separate. I didn't have anything to do with that. But then once 
the hotel had burned down, we had 3 extra bedrooms upstairs and if anybody 
needed a room, like a traveling salesman or somebody, we would then put them 
up for the night. 

And then cook for the family. 

Yeah. She cooked and she did all the washing, right. Or before. 

Yeah, even before I did. I had one year of schooling in Prince George. That was 
when I was 14, 15. 

And you had to like stay in Prince George to get the schooling? 

Yes. I stayed at the [inaudible??]. 

And then my youngest sister Lois was born and so that put an end to the 
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education. And she went home to help her family. 

When you were in Prince George staying for school, did you go home on the 
weekends? 

Quite often. 

And you took the train? 

Yes. You had to take the train. There was no roads [inaudible??]. We couldn't 
drive to [inaudible] 

So how often did the train come from Aleza Lake to Prince George? 

Well, it was daily trains out and in. A train going to Rupert and a train going to 
McBride [inaudible], Redpass Junction, that's where the trains met and you had to 
change. If you were going to Vancouver, you had to change at Redpass Junction. 
Sometimes you could change at Jasper. It was nicer to change at Jasper because 
you could see where all the wild animals were. · 

Or you could see the [inaudible??]. Did they have a school in Aleza Lake? 

Oh yes. We had a good school and we had good teachers too. We had Grade 1 to 
Grade 8. 

And did anything happen to the school? Did it ever burn down? Were there 
any other fires? 

No, it didn't but the people moved away and there wasn't enough students. The 
town, eventually, it just sort of dissolved. 

Do you know when that happened? 

When you left in '49, a lot of people left. 

Yes. 

And then the French came and settled in that area. 

Oh yeah, there was quite a few French people. See, I didn't get back to Aleeza 
Lake because my mother had died and my Dad sold the store, so we had no 
connection there. 
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Did it not become almost a totally French community? 

Yeah, there was a lot of French people there. 

Were there French people there before '49 [inaudible] 

Not too many. They came in the '40's, the late '40s. 

Do you know [inaudible] from there? 

I don't know. There was working in the mill. That's what most of them did. It was 
the only thing that was viable was working in the mill. 

It was the only occupation. 

There was a store in the post office, and then there was a hotel and the station, and 
the forestry office - the forestry was stationed there too. They had an office there 
and sort of a garage beside the railroad, eh, for their speeder. They had a speeder. 
The forestry had their own speeder. 

What's a speeder? 

As the world changes, right? As the world turns. 

Well, it's a flat car about, I'd say it was about the size ... 

. . . of a kiddy car 

Yeah, and it had four wheels on it and it ran up and down the track. 

Was it one of the ones that they pumped? 

Well, they had those too, but the speeder - they had those too just for short jobs -
but the speeders were square and they had 4 wheels, 2 on one side, 2 on the other, 
and they could cover quite a bit of ground. 

Okay. Oh did you do like any community events? Like were you involved in 
any? 

Oh, we were very, very friendly out there. We had ... almost every Saturday night 
we had a dance. My Dad built a dance hall and we had dances. And in fact, he 
built two. He built the hotel and the upper floor was ... one part of the upper floor 
of the hotel was a dance floor. And then it burned down. And there was a beer 
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parlour in there too. I told you that didn't I? 

Yeah, you said all of that burned down in 1943. 

Yeah. 

Okay. But did you also have a community hall and stuff like that or was that 
the dance hall? 

Yes, yes. We had a dance hall. We called it the dance hall. 

Oh, okay. 

It was a community hall. It had a kitchen and a cook stove. 

And that's where you would have like weddings? 

Yeah, well not much weddings but we had dances and First of July picnics and 
Christmas concerts. There was a stage for the Christmas concert. 

Okay. Did you also ... I forgot my question. What kind of churches did you 
have there? 

We didn't have a church for a long time and they used to hold church services in 
the school. Bishop Collinger used to come. He was with the Anglican Church and 
he would come maybe once a month and have services. But then some people by 
the name of Hanley, and they were Catholic people, and they built a church - a 
very nice church. 

The Catholic Church? 

Yeah, yeah. Catholic Church. Now what else can I tell you about the church? 

Did all the Anglican people who went to school start going to the Catholic 
church? 

No. They went to the Presbyterian, the protestant-church. Well actually, you see, 
when their bishop came, Bishop Collinger, they would come in there in this 
building but it really didn't have any church denomination. It was just a church 
building. It could have the Protestants or the Anglican. 

Okay, and then so there was 3 then? There was a protestant church, an 
Anglican Church ... 
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There was a Catholic church, and they just used the school for the protestant 
church. 

Oh. Okay. When you said that the mill was the only source of income and 
jobs and stuff like that. .. 

Well, some people worked on like section and my Dad had the store of course. 
And then there was the hotel and there was a manager for the hotel, and then there 
was a billiard hall. What else was there? Do you know? 

Neil: Beer parlour wasn't there? 

Yeah, there was a beer parlour. A hotel and beer parlour. And then there was ... at 
one time there was a pool room, they called it. 

Okay. 

Neil: Yeah, there was that and the beer parlour burned down. 

She told them about that. Her mother went around with the petition. 

So you guys had a lot of entertainment then, like because there were 
community events, the pool hall .... 

Oh we had dances, not every Saturday night, in the hall. We had a dance hall. 

And the children could go to the dances. 

Oh yes, and Dad put a bed in the back. There was a backroom and he put a bed in 
there and the babies slept in the bed. 

Off the dance hall. 

Yeah. 

Neil: When I first went there I saw one of these [inaudible??] go up and dance. 
Where are you going to get anybody to dance with? The place was full. Came out 
of the bush somewhere. 

We might have been bushed but we had a lot of fun. 

What kind of ... you worked in the mill, right Neil? Did you work in the mill? 
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Neil: No, I didn't work in the mill but I worked mostly in logging. I filled logging 
trucks. 

He got the logs out and into the lake. 

And you'd float them down into the river? 

No, it was the lake. The mill was on the lake, and they had what you call them 
booms. They'd take the logs and they'd fasten them together and they'd make a 
big ring and that keeps the logs in the water so they can't go floating down the 
lake. 

Oh okay. 

Neil: And they built plank roads at that time. They were built with timbers, ties 
crossing them. Wheels this way, it was like a wheel, and then the plank comes up. 
And that was what the road was all like. 

Each plank would be about this wide and yeah long. 

9 feet. They give you 9 feet to drive on. 

And Neil drove the logging truck. 

Neil: If the curve was too short, they'd give it 10 feet. 

They logged ... they load the logs on the truck up in the bush and he would drive it 
down to the mill and then he would dump it in the water, and they had a boom 
around it to keep the logs from going ... 

And then what happened to the logs after ... 

Well, then they went up the jack ladder up into the mill and got sawed up into 
lumber. 

Neil : We moved out all the planks and loaded it across the woods and we'd make 
about 3 miles - and every weekend we moved some - and built the road up the 
other side. But we'd save the planks, dump them in the water, pull them across in 
the boom and took them out of the water and load them on the truck . 

And built more road, yeah. 

Neil : It was a lot of work. 
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What they would ... they would put two logs down, logs like this so far apart and 
then they would take the planks and nail them on to those logs. And then he 
would drive the truck full of logs down and dump them in the lake. 

He'd drive on that plank ... 

Yeah, he would drive on that plank road. 

And you had a vehicle to do that? Like ... 

a big truck. 

A big truck? Okay. 

Neil: Truck and trailer. It wasn't bad with one truck but then they got [inaudible] 
had 4 or 5 trucks and we had to wait at certain places because you couldn't pass. 

They didn't have radio in those days. 

Neil: There were only certain places where you could pass. 

What size of truck would there have been? 

Neil: Well they weren't like the things you had today. 

They had drive outs where one truck would go in there and wait if . the other truck 
was commg up. 

Neil: It kept that mill going [inaudible], it wasn't too far. Kept it going, you know, 
that one truck. Haul the load out and all of a sudden I spent pretty near a half an 
hour and I have my load down there. 

Did they also ... because I know some of the mills they used horses and stuff 
before they got their machineries? Did you use horses? 

Oh yes, in the early days. In the early days they used horses. 

But you guys weren't working there at the time? 

Neil: There was no horse logging at that time. 

Northland Spruce was the biggest mill there and you heard about the Blackburns? 
You heard about that name of people here? 
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No. 

Well, they're descendants of this man, Hugh Blackburn, and he had a huge mill on 
Aleza Lake, and they floated the logs ... they dumped the logs in the water and 
then they would put a boom around them and then tow them down to the mill, to 
go up the jack ladder and into the ... sawed up into lumber. 

Neil: That was Blackburn and Hathefield. It was ... 

Yeah Blackburn and Hathefield. 

I didn't work for them. 

So at your mill, did they use horses to do the logging? 

Neil: Oh yes. I'm pretty sure they used horses for ... 

They did? 

Neil: They'd bring the logs in, we'd pick them up and put them on the truck and 
get them out. 

So you were working in combination? 

Neil: And then in the winter time, I didn't stay there in the winter time because 
they didn't winter log the first year so I went back [inaudible] boxcar. They called 
them [inaudible].We left there. Then we made other trips. I started on that in 
1935. 

And so after the first year they had winter log·ging too? 

Neil: They winter logged with horses completely [inaudible] sleighs. They pulled 
[inaudible] 

No, but you said you didn't work that one year. 

Neil: No, for the first year I didn't work there. 

But did the mill work that year? 

Neil: Oh yeah. I hauled in the summer time, but then the winter time, I didn't stay 
there for the winter. 
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But the mill continued on? 

She wants to know about the mill in Aleza Lake. 

Yeah, they're doing a study on the mill. 

And then they'd quickly dump the logs in the lake in the summer time and then 
they'd have a boom around them to hold them so .. . [inaudible] take them up the 
lake. 

Neil: The sawmill wasn't working in the winter. Just the planer mill. 

Oh, okay. And how did they dry the wood? Did they stack it or did they have 
big beehive burners? 

Neil: They had beehive burners. 

They got rid of the junk that way. 

We used to bring those home and burn them in the stove, the ends. 

Neil: Some of the ends we brought home and that's what we burned [inaudible]. 

Well , it's a lot better than just burning them up. 

That's true. 

What did they use the beehives for? 

Neil: To get rid of the waste wood. 

;. ': 

Yeah. Is that what you meant? Or do you mean how they dried them out? 

Oh how did they dry? And then that's a good question too. 

Neil: All the waste wood in there was burned. 

The beehives were just for waste. 

And the beehives were so that there wouldn't be any forest fires, you see. They 
had hidden screens on them so that the sparks couldn't get out. 

Neil: [inaudible] chips and the sawdust goes into the fire [inaudible] 
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Yes but that's Martin, starting to use the waste. 

And then you used a lot of the waste in your own wooden [inaudible] stove. 

Yeah, we used to bring home ... we called it the trimmer blocks, and he'd bring 
them home and they were great because they would be about ... maybe some of 
them about this wide, this deep and I could cut [inaudible] just like this and this is 
the stove. 

Neil: I bought a coupe car and started my own pickup. Then they [inaudible]. 
[inaudible] back home without stopping for wood [inaudible] 

How did they dry the lumber after it came out of the mill? 

Neil: It was air dried. 

And they put boards between so the air can go right through. They'd stack them 
up, you know, high, [inaudible] 

Wood spacings. 

Neil: space in between so the air could go through. 

Yeah, put in little blocks. 

That's what first avenue in Prince George used to be, four of those stacks. 

The planks were big and heavy. The planks would be about that big and then over 
9 feet at least. 

And when you guys lived there, did you own your house or did the mill own 
it? 

We owned our house. 

So did the mill own houses there though? 

No. The mill was a mile away ... a mile and a half, how far was it? 

Neil: There were only a few houses around the mill there. Most of them .... 

They had a couple up on the hill. The Farns lived on the hill. 
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But Dad, didn't you stay in the bunkhouse? 

Neil: Yeah. I was at the logging camp though. I stayed at the bunkhouse in the 
mill too. They did have a bunkhouse there. 

That was before he was married. They stayed right at the mill at the bunkhouse 
there. 

How many men were there with you? 

Neil: I don't remember. They had the mill there then ... 

About 30 anyway, isn't it? 

Neil: Oh yeah, 20 or 30 I guess. 20 anyway. And the logging camp was separate. 

How clean was it? 

Neil: No, the only showers there [inaudible due to more than one speaker] 

[ comment inaudible - something about dead bugs] 

Neil: I took my blow torch and burned them on my bedroom, my bedspring. I'd 
take the mattress off and they'd all be around there. 

All the bugs would be on the mattress, on the bedspring. 

Neil: I'd burn them off. They tried to fumigate to get rid of them. They couldn't 
get rid of them [inaudible] got all in the inside, because they go into the boards 
and hide. [inaudible] 

All the mill workers would be quite the itchy fellows. 

Yes it is. You could hear the popping you know, when you take a blow torch and 
pop,pop,pop,pop. 

Neil: Well they'djust [inaudible] 

So Conditions weren't great. And they had a cookhouse at the mill? 

Oh yes. The food was excellent. 

Neil: [inaudible] feeding the crew well. 
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Was the food made by like the women in the community? 

No, no. They had ... 

It was like an actual cook? 

They had a cook and a flunkie, right at the mill. You don't know what a flunkie is, 
obviously. He washes the dishes and he puts the ... sets the tables and peels the 
vegetables. 

Neil: That's [inaudible] I was here when I hadn't eaten the rest. I couldn't make 
out [inaudible] ... I could eat another meal like that where I worked. [inaudible] 
eat all along. 

Oh some of the meals were just fabulous. 

Neil: I couldn't believe when I got there [inaudible]. You could have another one 
if you wanted to. 

And did you go out ... were the wives allowed to eat out at the mill? 

No, no. Mother never wanted me down there amongst the men in those days. 

Neil: comment inaudible. - used to eat there sometimes. 

Pardon? 

The logging camp, the mile [inaudible] camp when I ran my own logging truck. 

You ran your own logging truck? 

Neil: Later on yeah. 

Both of you did that? 

No. I didn't do any trucking. It was ... [inaudible] 

I was the secretary. 

It was Eagle Lake, yeah. 

I was the secretary, not the cook. 
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So did you guys go to [inaudible] Aleza Lake to Eagle Lake? 

Prince George. [inaudible] at Eagle Lake. 

And you said that you used to work in the logging camp? What was that 
like? 

Neil: I was their mechanic and welder, and truck driving. I did everything. 

He was a jack of all trades. 

Neil: I did the welding [at the mill??] as well. That's why they ... I'm doing the 
work here, in the garage here. [inaudible]. The only reason I went out there was 
because I was paid more money being out of town. 

Yeah. 

I was sort of [inaudible] and handsome. So he decided to get out in the country 
where it was [inaudible]. 

Or paid the money. 

Get thee behind me [inaudible]. 

I don't really have any ... is there anything else that you want to tell me about 
that, like anything that, you think I missed or ... 

About the community now. Aleza Lake and the ~ill, or anything else that ... 

Neil: The community was nice there. The people were honest. 

Well we had a store and post office, and there was a hotel and a beer parlour, and 
there was a dance hall, and there was the school, and there was the mill. And my 
Dad was in the mill. 

Neil: And there was the church there. 

And the church, yes. 

The schools all had outhouses. All these buildings just had outhouses. And no 
running water. But some had running water. They put their own pumps in their 
houses. 
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How did they get water then? 

Well the way we got water, Neil dug a ditch and laid the pumps ... 

Neil: from the creek. 

... from the creek and we had one of these pumps that you go like this, you know. 

Neil : Our grandson was asking me one time if we had running water. I said "we 
sure did. Mom ran to the creek with a pail and brought us back a pail of water". 

[laughter here] 

And they had no electricity and ... 

And then all the heat you had was a wood stove. 

Wood and coal. 

You can image the bedrooms got pretty cold. 

Yeah, we had a wood and coal stove in the living room and it was right outside 
the bedrooms so our bedroom wasn't too cold. But I guess your bedroom wasn't 
that warm, was it? 

Well I don't remember. 

Neil: We used to buy ... your Dad, he'd get the coal out. We'd have to tell him 
how much we want and we'd only use it at night, so we only used it about half the 
time [inaudible]. 

Yes, we just used it at night to keep the fire. 

Neil: Use it at night and it would last longer. 

Yeah, because wood just burns up and then it's gone. 

The train was the lifeline of Aleza Lake. 

Neil: Everybody met the train. 

Everybody went at night to meet the train. No TV or anything. And they saw who 
got on and who got off, and then got your mail, I guess. 
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Yeah, Dad sorted the mail then and everybody got their mail. 

So that would be 7:00 - 8:00 at night. 

Yes. 

Neil: Did you tell them about the bear the trappers brought in? 

No. 

Neil: They used to [inaudible] off to the train. [inaudible] 

We had a little bear, the trappers used to ... they came out in the spring, you know. 
They'd stay out in the bush in the winter time, and then in the spring they came in. 
They met this mother bear and she wasn't going to let them past. They were really 
frightened. They thought she was going to attack them so they shot her. Well then 
she had this little wee bear so they brought him. He was such a little thing. You 
could just put him in your arm like this you know, and they brought him in and 
gave him to Dad. Well Dad had a nice house, and it was filled with sawdust 
because sawdust is clean and it keeps the ice from melting. And he made a den in 
there and he finished out his winter nap in the ice house. And then he had him out, 
and Dad put a collar on him and he used to take him out to the train. Well actually 
Dad didn't [inaudible] the train because he had to meet the train and get the mail. 
And then the trappers in the summer time, they had nothing to do but loaf around 
the store in the summer so they used to put his collar on him and take him on a 
chain out to the train. Well of course, he was a real attraction then and the people 
would buy ice cream cones and hold the ice cream up and lick it. You could see 
his little tongue, you know, licking the cone. And then they'd buy him a bottle of 
pop and he'd stand like this up on his hind feet, pour the pop down his throat. Of 
course, this was just a real novelty for them. 

Neil: They were dixie cups weren't they, the ice-cream? 

Yeah, and he would lick those. 

Neil: He would just stick his tongue in to lick it all out. 

And he'd even stick his little tongue down in the bottle. He was going to get all 
[inaudible] out of it. And of course, you see, they had a tourist guy on the train. Of 
course these people were ... they had to see the country, you see. They were 
running out to Rupert, and it was a real attraction and the train would stop there 
for at least 20 minutes. People would see this bear. That was the idea of the train 
really. It was for tourists. 
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Neil: The second year, [inaudible] when he came out, he was starting to tum wild. 
When he came out of hibernation [inaudible due to more than one speaker] 

He was a hungry, miserable bear and Dad was afraid. He took him out in the bush 
and before he hardly got back in the house, the bear was back and he was afraid 
that it would attack a child. So he had to get rid of him. He didn't want to. 

Wow. So if the train was for tourists, what kind of tourist things would they 
see? 

Well they had a special coach on the back. 

But the tourists would be going to Prince Rupert though ... 

Yes . 

. . . straight through, not really stopping. 

They'd be going from Jasper to Prince Rupert. 

Neil: [inaudible] in one car [inaudible]. 

And also they had open cars too. Part of the car would be wide open to the air. It 
wouldn't have wind [inaudible] windows. And they would just see all the scenery 
and everything. 

Is that because it was like more [inaudible] 

Pardon? 

Would they have the train go through there like that because it was like 
frontier land? 

Yes, yes. It was beautiful scenery, you know, for people that wanted to see. It was 
new country. 

Neil: It was pretty wild country. When I went to [inaudible] 

Wild country. 

And then people seemed to know everybody else along the line, like later on. I can 
remember when the road went through to Aleza Lake and Prince George, we 
would drive that road and stop at Newlands. We knew people there. And then 
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we'd stop at Giscome. And we would leave in the morning and I think we would 
make Giscome for lunch, wasn't it? 

Neil: yes. 

And then carry on to Prince George after that. 

Neil: Nobody would go by anybody in trouble on the road. 

Oh no. Anybody was having trouble, you stopped right now. Can we help you? 

If the road was icy, there was sand boxes on the side of the road. And they'd get 
out with their shovel and put sand on the hill. 

Do it yourself. 

Neil: [inaudible], it got pretty icy sometimes down there at one time. And there 
was another driver too that was down there. And we asked the foreman if we 
could put out some sand. We got a couple of shovels here, [inaudible] put it on 
yourself. 

Yeah, sometimes you'd look in the sand box and there'd be no sand left. 

Did the mill put the sand out there, like the box of sand? 

Yes. 

I don't know who did that. 

Yes, it would be the mill that would do ... well the logging crew would do it. 

Neil: At Aleza Lake, I plowed the road there. It was part of my job there. Couldn't 
get the mill the lumber [inaudible], plowed the road down to Newlands. So I 
[inaudible] 

And then somebody would plow from Newlands to Prince George or ... 

... yeah the road crew. The Highways Department. 

Neil: I used to get after the kids there, stay away from the plow at Aleza Lake. 
Everybody would try to [inaudible] right out to the road. 

It would be a trench about as high as ... every bit as high as Highways. 
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Neil: 10 feet of snow eh. 

It was that much snow at Aleza Lake. 

Neil: And this pile, you fill them right up, you know. At one time, ifl went too 
slow, I couldn't throw it over the bank. [inaudible] You'd have to get up enough 
speed. And [inaudible]. 

They knew what you were talking about. 

Remember Aleza Lake in '49 was the mill, the mill was still running and a lot of 
nice people settled. 

Yes, the Hanley's. 

So did they work at the mill? 

Mr. Hanley was the millwright. That's the head man in the mill. 

So what made you leave Aleza Lake, come into town? 

Education for you kids. 

Oh, that's what it was. 

Neil: Part of it, yeah. I didn't think you'd ... you'd probably get better education 
anyways. And I got a chance to work at the up town mill, the mill right here. 

Oh yeah, so more modern conveniences here too. 

Yes. There are bathrooms. 

Neil: [comment inaudible] I was still mechanic/welder. 

And yes, in Prince George you had running water in the bathroom and everything. 

Yes. 

Neil: I didn't like the hours I was working at this mill here. [inaudible] But they 
wanted me to go fire all them machines up in a lumber [inaudible] in the morning 
so they're all running when the operators come along. But the only time I could 
work on them was after work. I was only getting so much a month [inaudible due 
to more than one speaker] ... it would make a long day for me. Like I said, 
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[inaudible], well they said go home in the afternoon for awhile. But every time I 
tried that, something would go wrong and I'd have to go back. 

Yeah, so he'd go back. 

Neil: So one day, another mill a town away would come along, why don't you 
come out and run our logging show for us. We'll give you more than you got here. 
How much more, it was $100 a month. [inaudible]. 

That was a big wage. 

Neil: I couldn't [inaudible] the bush. 

Did you do any extra jobs like make railway ties or that? 

Neil: Any which. 

Any railway ties or ... 

No. Did you do anything else? 

Neil: When I first [inaudible] .... job I was driving by. [inaudible]. There was a 
trail and one wheel would go through, and your tires went off. They're heavy 
[inaudible] to put them back on. 

All by yourself. 

I've got to get back. 

I think that covers everything actually. 

Neil: I can show you a picture of the stage line if you want. 

Oh, okay. 

This is it. They've gone some other things in here so .. that wouldn't be in there. 
Some of this is [inaudible] the original document. But it is [inaudible] Fort 
George museum. They had copies. But if you can't find it [inaudible] 

Could I get it copied and bring it back? 

You'd have to ask them. 
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Who's book is that? 

No, this is your book. 

[rambling discussions about the book] 

She could take it if she wanted to, as long as you brought it back. 

Neil: Lots of times the road [inaudible] ... if you were at the wrong place, 
somebody had to back up. 

I think it would be better if I gave you mine rather than the original because 
they've got a few notes in here and things like that and mine wouldn't be like this, 
but I don't know if I've got all these pictures in mine. 

Oh, you probably haven't. 

I don't. 

No, these are the originals. 

You found some more pictures, that's the thing you see. 

Well I didn't have many more than one of each scene. 

See this is a pack ... part of that trail. [inaudible]. 

Neil: That was up in the Yukon. 

So that wasn't ... 

But the rest of this is Aleza Lake. 

Neil: Well this is logging when I first came here. 

If you want those pictures, you may have to scan that one. 

[just general conversation about different photos in the book, which ones are 
Aleza Lake] 

Did you have telephones in Aleza Lake? 

My Dad had a telephone. In the forestry office there's a telephone. 
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Oh, so if people in the community [inaudible] 

.. had their own. And the station would have communication with the trains so 
they knew when the trains were coming, so there'd be no accidents. 

Dit, dit, dit, dit, dit, morse code. And the phone was one of those ... 

[more general conversation about the photos] 

And the [inaudible] the mill? 

Yeah, the mill worked on ... there was mills on Aleza Lake too. 

Was there mills on [Lillo??] Lake? 

No, it was back in the bush but Aleza Lake had Northland Spruce and it was one 
of the biggest mills in the country at one time, Northland Spruce. 

Neil: There was Blackburn/Hatfield. 

Yeah, well it was Northland Spruce. 

Neil: That was before my time anyway. 

Do you see the homestead? 

What homestead is that? 

I can't remember now. 

You must have been somewhere. That's not your stuff. 

Oh, it was. 

Almost looks like here. 

No, it wouldn't be here. 

Neil: There's the sorter. 

There's the sorter at Aleza Lake. 

[more general conversation about photos] 
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There's the trappers and there's the station. There's the trappers coming in with 
the dove keys. They always had dove keys. And they'd use ... we had sort of a 
courtyard. Our place was built ... 

Neil: A place for the dogs . 

. . . and they used to put the dogs in there. And I slept in the bedroom right next to 
the courtyard. 

So you heard those dogs all night long. 

Oh, they were fighting and barking and [inaudible] come in the window. 

Oh yeah, we had a crystal radio at one time, complete with earphones. And the 
people would all come down and listen to it. 

And they'd sit in the store along the [inaudible] pot-bellied stove. And mostly 
men had the time to do that. 

For a few minutes they would listen to it, and then they'd pass it down to the next 
[inaudible]. 

Neil: [inaudible]. You could buy the parts and you could assemble it yourself. 
[inaudible] I remember one time I slept with the earphones [inaudible] my mother 
used to make [inaudible]. 

[ conversation inaudible] 

Did you ever read any [inaudible]. Mr. [Ralph?] Connor. Ralph Connor was an 
author and his son, Kim Gordon, he used to come and he was a minister, a 
[inaudible] minister. And he would come on a Saturday and hold services on a 
Sunday. Saturday night he would get into the dance hall with all the people 
[inaudible due to laughter]. He was a great fellow. 

And then preaching the next morning eh. 

[ comments inaudible] 

I have to go. 

[end of transcript] 
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